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Josh Groban says that most of the songs on his Rick Rubin-produced CD are about specific

situations that I've had where love has existed and ultimately failed. Here are easy piano

arrangements of all 13 longing multi-lingual tunes from this multi-platinum vocalist: Bells of New

York City Ã› Hidden Away Ã› Higher Window Ã› If I Walk Away Ã› L'Ora Dell'Addio Ã› London Hymn

Ã› Voce Existe Em Mim Ã› and more.
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The Josh Groban Illuminations piano book was perfect for me. I'm intermediate at piano and I was

really glad to see that this book is written with a little difficulty so that, although some songs like

"Higher Window" are easy for me, the majority of them take some working on. I like that I didn't play

each song through just once and already master them. It gives me some songs that I can play at

once and some that I can work towards, I'm very happy with this product.

Accidentally ordered this book in easy piano. I should have read the description more thoroughly. I

don't need easy piano and as a result the print is huge which stretches a song out over many

pages, and places songs in easy to play keys (like C major) that are not easy to sing along with for

many of my vocal students. I'm sure this book would be great for someone who is at a intermediate

piano level that just wants to play the songs on the piano.



The newest CD from Josh Groban is somewhat of a departure from his earlier music. He includes

some songs in the form of his previous style, but this has moved away from the "Classical Pop" to a

more "Pop" and "Easy Listening" feel.Consisting mostly of scores and lyrics that he wrote himself,

Illuminations showcases the singer's talent for writing as well as his unmatched vocal skills. This

music folio includes the transcription of each song on the CD with notation for vocal, piano, and

guitar. Long-time Groban fans, as well as curious newcomers, will be pleasantly surprised when

purchasing this item.

I love Josh Groban and have been obsessed with him a little extra ever since I met him in person.

He is a wonderful musician and these songs are fun to play. They are a little difficult for me

(intermediate) but can be learned with some effort.

I love Josh Groban's CD Illuminations, so I couldn't wait to get this book! The music is not too hard

to play, and it sounds true to the sound of the recordings. I love this book, and I'm sure I'll continue

to enjoy it for years to come.

Excellent as I knew it would be! Some pieces are easy and some are challenging, which is what I

wanted! :)
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